
Quarterly Issues Programs List for the 4th Quarter of 2017

WMMT (Whitesburg, KY)

Following is list of some of the significant issues responded to by the station along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the
quarter. The listing is by no means exhaustive. The order in which issues appear does not reflect a priority or significance.

Issue Program Title/Description Date Time Duration
Black Lung
Disease,
Healthcare,
Appalachia,
Policy

Mountain Talk: How Black Lung Looks From Here
This episode explores how black lung looks from right here in Eastern Kentucky.
Benny Becker of the Ohio Valley Resource and WMMT brings us an interview and
story from Dr. James Brandon Crum, who diagnoses a man with black lung; a
recording of Dr. Crum’s August 2017 presentation to the Southeast Kentucky
Black Lung Association in Whitesburg, KY, and an update about the Federal
Investigation into the black lung epidemic.

10/12 1800 60 minutes

Agriculture,
Energy &
Environment,
Economic
Transition,
Appalachia

Mountain Talk: Kenaf - A New Appalachian Fiber
In this episode, we learn all about Kenaf: a fiber producing plant native to Asia
which grows well in Kentucky – and can be used to make a variety of products
including rope, twine, paper, cardboard, and more.

10/23 1800 60 minutes

Immigration,
Agriculture,
Labor,
Economy,
Appalachia

Mountain Talk: Tobacco Farmworkers on Strike in Garrard County, KY
This episode includes interviews and discussion from tobacco farm workers on
strike in Garrard County, Kentucky. The seven workers – from the states of Nayarit
and Hidalgo Mexico – are here as a part of the H2A guest-worker visa program,
and called a strike due to violations of their contract. Mountain people are no
strangers to patterns of in and out-migration for work, or to histories of strikes
demanding better pay and safer working conditions. WMMT’s Rachel Garringer
and Elizabeth Sanders host this episode and we hear stories from these striking
workers.

10/24 1800 60 minutes

LGBTQ+,
Appalachia,
Community

Mountain News: Mountain Empowerment
This segment includes interviews and recordings about LGBTQ+ organizing in the
mountains through the Appalachian Community Fund’s Out in the South Project.

11/20 1800 7 minutes



Empowerment
Reproductive
Health,
Accessibility,
Youth, Media

Mountain Talk: All Access EKY
In this episode, we hear from youth media makers with the All Access KY project,
who are documenting stories about reproductive health access in Eastern Kentucky.

11/28 1800 60 minutes


